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Develop data glasses faster
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The Fraunhofer Institute for Organic Electronics, Electron Beam and Plasma
Technology FEP, a provider of research and development services in the area of
organic electronics, is expanding its array of development tools. See them
during the embedded world 2018 Exhibition and Conference in Hall 4 at the
joint Fraunhofer Booth No. 460 in Nuremberg, Germany, February 27 to
March 1, 2018.
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) are technologies that are increasingly
being integrated in both our private and working lives. The number of data glasses
being marketed is growing rapidly because the required technologies have now
reached a level that makes compact, capable, and comfortable data glasses feasible.
Scientists at Fraunhofer FEP have specialized in development of custom microdisplays
for AR and VR data glasses.
“We utilize OLED-on-silicon technology for our microdisplays. OLEDs are self-illuminating, requiring no additional illumination in comparison to other types of displays, and
therefore facilitate simplified optics and considerably higher contrast ratios”, explains
Bernd Richter, deputy head of the Microdisplays and Sensors Division at Fraunhofer FEP.
“Additional functionality can even be directly integrated into the display, such as a
microminiature camera for controlling the information displayed in glasses using eye
tracking.”
The way that data glasses are designed and constructed is as varied as their application
areas – such as assisted equipment maintenance, in health examinations, or as a simple
display of information for joggers and cyclists.
To make the developer’s job of incorporating OLED-on-silicon technology the most
suitable way as easy as possible, the scientists offer evaluation kits for use as development tools.
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Controlling content with eye tracking
One specialized configuration is a bidirectional microdisplay that combines a high-resolution SVGA OLED microdisplay and an embedded SVGA image sensor in a single
region of an active device. Glasses can be developed with these evaluation kits that
make it possible to use the eyes to control what content is displayed, thereby freeing
up the hands for assembly work, for example. Moreover, these bidirectional displays
can be used as the basis for developing and evaluating optical sensors such as optical
finger print sensors, for example.

Ultra-low power OLED microdisplays
Ultra-low-power displays are especially suitable for displaying simple information.
Though they have limited resolution, they nevertheless can reduce the current
consumption to a small fraction through an innovative approach in the design of the
display backplane as well as advanced system design. This facilitates considerably
longer operating times for batteries and also delivers more compact, lighter systems.
The approach is particularly advantageous for data glasses used to display navigation or
fitness data by athletes.
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Large-area OLED microdisplays
An evaluation kit with an especially large-scale OLED microdisplay that is primarily of
interest for VR applications will be presented for the first time at embedded world
2018. This OLED microdisplay was developed in the LOMID project (Large-area costefficient OLED microdisplays and their application, grant agreement No. 644101,
www.lomid.eu).
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The scientists are also ready of course to develop client-specific OLED microdisplays that
are adapted to perfectly fit the purpose of the display. OLED-on-silicon technology is
likewise being employed for sensors: such as for any sensing job that has to rely on
something being initially illuminated, then detecting and evaluating the reflected light
in real time – such as in optical sensors for biological sensing applications and finger
print sensors.

The Fraunhofer Institute for Organic Electronics, Electron Beam and Plasma Technology FEP works on innovative solutions in the fields of
vacuum coating, surface treatment as well as organic semiconductors. The core competences electron beam technology, sputtering and plasma-activated deposition, high-rate PECVD as well as technologies for the organic electronics and IC/system design provide a basis for these activities.
Thus, Fraunhofer FEP offers a wide range of possibilities for research, development and pilot production, especially for the processing, sterilization,
structuring and refining of surfaces as well as OLED microdisplays, organic and inorganic sensors, optical filters and flexible OLED lighting. Our aim
is to seize the innovation potential of the electron beam, plasma technology and organic electronics for new production processes and devices and
to make it available for our customers.

